
Improvements to Docusearch’s Shopping Cart Makes Cell Phone Lookup Easier 

Than Ever Before 

Summary: Docusearch is continually working to improve their website; most recently they have 

been working on completely redesigning their shopping cart in order to improve customer 

experience. The updates to their website make it easier than ever to find a cellular phone 

number. 

Staying on the cutting edge of technology is extremely important to Docusearch, a premiere private 

investigation company. As a whole, the company is perpetually working to improve all of their services, 

as well as the functionality of their website. Lately, the investigation company has been working to 

improve the customer checkout experience.  In redesigning their new shopping cart, it was their goal to 

create a downright enjoyable experience for their customers.  

The private investigation company wanted customers to be able to easily navigate their website, 

learning about the products they have to offer in a clear, concise manner. Upon evaluating their 

competition, Docusearch noticed that their websites often lacked fluidity, opting instead for cheesy 

advertisements for “*free” searches. There are no asterisks necessary to describe Docusearch’s services, 

as they are big believers in the philosophy of what you see is what you get. The changes to their 

shopping cart will allow customers to more easily manage the products in their shopping cart, as well as 

improve the checkout process to make it overall more enjoyable. A professional from Docusearch talks 

about what these changes mean for the company.  

“I am honored to be part of a business that truly appreciates and respects their customers in a way that I 

personally haven’t seen in any other company. Docusearch is completely committed to the satisfaction 

of their customers, and for this reason we are perpetually working to improve our services and website 

in order to further increase customer satisfaction. Some companies would think that once you’ve 

established a successful website there is no need to improve it over time, but Docusearch knows that it 

is their thirst for improvement that separates them from their competition.” 

Docusearch has countless customers contacting them, looking to resolve a situation they may believe to 

be hopeless. Many of these customers are looking to find the current cell phone number of an individual 

they have lost touch with over the years, and upon contacting the private investigation company they 

are surprised to learn just how easy it is to find a cellular phone number. With Docusearch’s private 

investigation team, finding this information is as easy as providing private investigators with some basic 

information about the subject. This information includes the subject’s full name, social security number, 

full street address, and if available the last known cell phone number. After you supply the private 

investigation team with this information, you can expect to see results in 2-5 business days.  

Decisively, the modifications to their website have made them a model of success – Which is apparent 

to customers who are researching which private investigation is the best deal. Their commitment to 

excellences is steadfast, and unending, so you can have confidence in any service that they offer.  

http://www.docusearch.com/find-cell-phone-number.html


To learn more about Docusearch's updated shopping cart, or about Cellular Phone Number Lookups, 

please visit www.docusearch.com.  You can follow Docusearch by joining them on Google Plus or 

Facebook . 
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